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We had a wonderful Portfolio Day on October 4th and based on the feedback that we 

received it was the best to date. Members heard updates from 19 portfolio companies in an 

all-day affair that also included a variety of education events and a reception at the end 

featuring wines from De Novo Wines courtesy of Andre Gueziec. We learned about the 

strategy that has given Mike Bates 3 exits in 3 years with positive multiples, how to turn 

illiquid stock into a liquid tax deduction, how our portfolio companies can offset their payroll 

tax liability with R&D tax credits, and Larry Kelly gave a great overview of the numerous 

Energy SiG activities since its inception in 2010. Hearing company after company that the 

Band was instrumental in helping grow was tremendously gratifying. The Band has played a 

small but important role in the thousands of jobs these companies have created and the new 

world they are helping to build. It is an exciting place to be and exciting time to be here. 

The Art of the Deal event held on September 18th was a great reprise of the Band’s 

procedures, policies, and best practices in sponsoring a deal at the Band. Thanks to Ron 

Weissman for kicking off the event and Manthi Nguyen, Mike Bates, Rakesh Sood, and Larry 

Kelly for contributing to it. Thanks to Pat Guerra for organizing this and future events, let 

him know what you want to hear! 

These Band policies and procedures are only enforceable by you. Sometime ago I received 

the following note from a Band member: "please be aware that there are some people in the 

Band that tell companies they will sponsor in exchange for an advisory agreement.” This 

member did not want to “be a rat” and so I could not get the identity of the members in 

question. That’s too bad because then I couldn’t intervene directly and instead I am writing 

this to ask your help. Disclosure and transparency have been cornerstones of the Band and 

help ensure the integrity of “deal sponsorship”. When a member’s work extends beyond 

limited free advice into such areas as joining an advisory board, board of directors, or helping 

in a formalized way to build the business, it is absolutely appropriate to ask to be 

compensated in cash or stock. But members should not implicitly or explicitly tie their 

advisory or board member compensation to whether they recommend their peers to invest, 

refer the company to a SiG, or decide to become a “sponsor”. And members should always 

disclose, frequently and completely, any compensation or arrangements that could be 

perceived as compensation. When you see something that appears to be this, please forward 

this newsletter to them as a friendly reminder of our policy. I am sure that most violations of 

this policy are inadvertent, unintentional or are more appearance than substance, but 

regardless, the Band is a peer-regulated organization and we rely on each other to maintain 

the principles and policies of the group.  

Another way of promoting and promulgating our culture, policies, and procedures was 

proposed by member Karen Riley. Henceforth we will match each new member of the Band 

with a more experienced member to help convey how we do things at the Band and generally 

guide their entrance to the group. If you are willing to be a mentor to a new member, please 

let Sonja know. 
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Jill Nguyen is an investor following previous leadership roles in technology and energy. Jill 

began her career as a software engineer and moved on to the energy industry, where she spent 

years in business development and general management.    

Prior to retiring from formal employment in 2008, Jill was the Managing Director of BP 

Marine, leading an international team that marketed petroleum products to global shipping 

companies (annual revenues $1+ billion). While at BP, she negotiated oil and gas contracts in 

multiple countries, led team members to develop new initiatives, and helped set up new 

businesses in Asia, Latin America, and the Middle East. She has lived and worked in Europe, 

Asia, and the Americas. Jill's investment interests are primarily in technology and real estate. She has been active in 

real estate for over 20 years as an investor and manager of residential and commercial properties. 

Jill is a member of the Board of Directors of the Stanford Club of San Francisco, as well as the Gateway to College 

National Network, an organization that assists disadvantaged youth to achieve meaningful education and work 

experience; and VNHelp, a non-profit that fights extreme poverty in Vietnam. 

Jill holds an MBA from Stanford University and a B.S. in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science from U.C. 

Berkeley. She is a mentor and coach to entrepreneurs and other young leaders. 

Jayesh Sahasi is a seasoned technology executive, mentor, advisor, and an angel investor 

with extensive experience in scaling enterprise software solutions that add significant value 

across a wide range of industries. He is a mentor at the Alchemist Accelerator where his 

particular areas of investment expertise and interest include: B2B, Enterprise, SaaS, AI/ML, 

MarTech, and Life Sciences. 

Jayesh was one of the early pioneers in the development of applications that leveraged 

streaming media and internet technologies for delivering rich media presentations over the 

Internet. He is Chief Technology Officer and Executive Vice President, Product at ON24, the 

leading webinar marketing platform for demand generation, lead qualification, and customer engagement. 

Jayesh has 20+ years of experience in B2B startups as an entrepreneur and C-level executive in charge of product and 

technology. He holds an MBA in Finance from the Wharton School of Business, an M.S. degree in Artificial 

Intelligence from the University of Georgia, and a B.S. in Computer Science from Loyola University New Orleans. 

Welcome New Members 

Recent Presenter Updates 
Nwave Technologies (August 2017 Dinner) raised $300K+ from nine Band members and is in discussions with 

Amazon as a customer and Bosch as a reseller. The company is also engaged with the Sand Hill Angels and is keeping 

the round open for them. If any additional Band members would like to participate as well, please contact Nwave’s 

Band Sponsor Jack Carsten (jack@horizonvc.com) or the CEO Paul Fulton (paul@nwave.io; 408-204-0085).  

Pilot.ly (September 2017 Dinner) is an enterprise SaaS platform that enables professional creators to optimize videos 

based on viewer insights in Media (Example - NBC Studios ) and Corporate Brands. Pilot.ly is in active due diligence 

with the Band this week and soft commitments are requested shortly after. Pilot.ly is raising a priced Seed round of 

$1.5M with existing VC seed investors committed to participate. For more information, please contact CEO 

James Norman (jnorman@pilot.ly) and Band Sponsor Ron Burns (rburns@bandangels.com). 

Elemeno Health (September 2017 Dinner) is a B2B SaaS "virtual coach" for the point of care, uniting nurses, doctors, 

and staff. Since last month's dinner, it has secured an additional $75K in angel funding, and a commitment from Angel 

List syndicator Rob Ness to raise $150K. Additional progress includes Launch (kick-off meetings with Tri-City Health 

System and West Oakland Health System), Sales (advancement of Children's New Orleans to contract review), and 

Channel Partners (American Heart Association and UCSF International). For more information, please reach out to 

Rich Juelis, Ron Weissman, and Andrew Powell, as well as the CEO Arup Roy-Burman (arup@elemenohealth.com). 

mailto:jack@horizonvc.com?subject=Nweave
mailto:paul@nwave.io?subject=Band%20of%20Angels
mailto:jnorman@pilot.ly?subject=Band%20of%20Angels
mailto:rburns@bandangels.com?subject=Pilot.ly
mailto:arup@elemenohealth.com?subject=Band%20of%20Angels
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CAR IQ will be presented by Founder and CEO Sterling 

Pratz (sterling@cariq.xyz; 415-601-6579). Car IQ is the 

first IoT platform for auto dealers that connects their 

vehicle inventory to the cloud, making cars easy to find. 

By connecting the cars to the cloud with CarIQ, we 

create a seamless connection between the car, the dealer, 

and ultimately the car owner, eliminating the frustration 

both the car buyer and the dealer associate with finding, 

servicing and selling cars. 

Once cars are connected to the cloud, our solution 

becomes a platform that has begun to open-up new 

dealer service categories to support the growing On-

demand economy, such as “car sharing”, “home repair” 

and “fleet repair”. In less than 12 months, Car IQ has a 

working product, 2 major customer pilots with Ford and 

Toyota dealerships, and two significant dealer groups 

interested in piloting our technology. One dealer group 

with 400 dealerships / $20B annual revenue and another 

with 14 dealerships / $1B~ in revenue. 

The $1.8T U.S. auto dealer market is massive and 

includes 25K auto dealers who sold 42M cars, wrote 

300M repair orders and manage 3.2M cars each day. The 

current car-buying experience is painful for a customer 

and inefficient for a dealer. A dealer’s lot averages more 

than 4.5 football fields, with so many cars that the dealer 

cannot easily locate a car or determine if it is ready for a 

test drive once a customer walks on the lot. Without 

modern technology, dealers must walk lots and look for 

cars that need service, resulting in 24% cars not being 

ready for a test drive once the customer is on the lot and 

interested. Dealers lose 1 in 5 sales due to cars not 

working including: dead battery, no fuel, flat tire or 

stolen, which makes for a poor customer experience.  

Dealer technology does not allow them to offer On-

Demand / mobile services. 

Using Car IQ, a dealer’s inventory becomes instantly 

searchable, “self-aware,” and cars schedule their own 

proactive service. Cars connected with our software can 

On-Demand services, expand the dealership to include 

services off the lot, including offering inventory for use in 

growing car sharing category, offering home repair at a 

customer’s home or for fleets in the field, and partnering 

with ride hailing services to offer service customers a 

better experience. 

Car IQ is a San Francisco based company founded in 

2016, by Sterling Pratz, former professional race car 

driver and founder of Autonet Mobile (acquired by Lear 

Corp in 2015), an automotive software company that sold 

mobile applications to several of the world’s largest auto 

manufacturers. Key members of the team also have 

automotive software and service experience, including 

Mark McCabe, Head of Product & Software Design and 

Matt Wolf, VP of Finance. 

 

ECOVOLT ELECTRIC COMPANY will be presented 

by Founder and CEO (and longtime Band of Angels 

member) Bill Hilliard (Bill@EcoVoltElectric.com; 415-

956-7111). EcoVolt leases unused roof space on 

multitenant commercial, residential, and industrial 

properties. They use these rooftops to install solar. And 

they sell discount electricity to each building’s tenants. A 

percentage of EcoVolt’s gross revenue is paid to the 

property owners as “roof rent”.  

The big idea? EcoVolt has reimagined the solar business 

to be a “rooftop renting” business, much like the cell 

tower business. Comparables who rent roofs for cell 

towers, American Tower and Crown Castle, are valued at 

$50B and $30B market caps respectively. EcoVolt doesn’t 

use venture capital to fund its solar panels. That funding 

comes from dedicated solar panel investors or from the 

building owners themselves. To validate its business, 

EcoVolt raised solar panel capital from a family office. 

And they have 6 paying rooftops live or under 

construction. Furthermore, EcoVolt is in discussions (at 

the contract review or proposal stage) with additional 

property owners whose buildings house over 2000 

OCTOBER 2017 PROGRAM 
The Deal Screening Committee met on September 27th and chose from among the 54 companies under consideration 

the following deals: CAR IQ is the first IoT platform for the auto dealer industry that uses connectivity from the car to 

automate their core workflows by connecting the 3.2M cars they inventory each day to the cloud, and to the emerging 

GiG economy; ECOVOLT ELECTRIC COMPANY rents unused rooftops from commercial landlords (similar to 

cell tower leasing). EcoVolt installs solar and sells discount priced electricity to tenants who opt-in; they then pay a 

percentage of their sales to the landlord as rent; and PURISSIMA, sponsored by Band members Craig Harding and 

Rich Juelis, uses bioengineering to produce API grade cannabinoid therapeutics at exceptional economics. 

mailto:sterling@cariq.xyz?subject=Band%20of%20Angels
mailto:Bill@EcoVoltElectric.com?subject=Band%20of%20Angels
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Companies like SolarCity have done a great job of 

creating awareness for solar. But multitenant commercial 

and residential properties have nearly 0% solar 

penetration. This is a large, untapped market. There are 

19M multitenant buildings in the US, out of which in 

California alone, there are 4M. California’s multitenant 

rooftops have potential to displace over 30% of the 

state’s total electricity sales.  

Before EcoVolt, there was no business model that met 

the needs of the multitenant market. After all, why would 

a landlord buy solar just to lower his tenants’ 3rd-party 

utility bills? By flipping the solar model to pay “roof 

rent” to landlords, EcoVolt is the first solar offer that 

makes sense from the landlord’s perspective. In fact, 

every $1 of “roof rent” landlords earn from EcoVolt adds 

$20 of property value to their buildings at today’s real 

estate CAP rates. 

EcoVolt sells directly to owners of multitenant property 

portfolios, including real estate private equity funds, 

endowments and institutional real estate investors. For 

individual building owners, EcoVolt sells through 

independent solar installers. 

A New Solar Paradigm: Today’s rooftop solar business 

models are either: (1) direct purchase, (2) debt financing, 

or (3) lease financing (also called a PPA). EcoVolt just 

launched a fourth business model; (4) it eliminates the 

need for a landlord to lease or buy any solar equipment. 

Instead, it produces and sells the electricity service that 

the equipment supplies, just like your local utility.  

EcoVolt does all the work for the landlord. The landlord 

simply collects rent checks. EcoVolt designs, constructs, 

maintains and operates the rooftop solar power plants. 

They run marketing programs to sign-up each landlords’ 

tenants. They collect monthly electricity payments on a 

tenant-by-tenant basis for each tenant’s electricity usage. 

They reallocate electricity between tenant suites when 

units become vacant.    

EcoVolt was self-financed by the founder through first 

revenue. It is now raising f$1.5M via a SAFE with a 25% 

discount and a $6 million cap.   

 

PURISSIMA will be presented by Co-founder and Chief 

Strategy Officer Rob Evans (revans@purissima.bio; 510- 

502-5622) and is sponsored by Band members Craig 

Harding (charding@bandangels.com) and Rich Juelis 

(juelis@sbcglobal.net). 

Purissima aims to deliver high quality, cost effectively 

produced cannabinoids to the existing multi-billion dollar 

dietary supplement market and the emerging 

pharmaceutical space. Previously, the founders invented, 

scaled-up and commercialized novel oils and ingredients 

from genetically engineered microalgae using standard 

industrial fermentation, and are now redirecting this 

platform technology and their expertise towards higher 

value cannabinoid products that are in great demand. 

Today, more than 100 clinical trials are underway to 

validate the efficacy of cannabinoid therapies that 

promise to address suffering by millions of people from 

chronic conditions like pain, PTSD, epilepsy, substance 

use disorder, cancer, Alzheimer's and Parkinson's 

diseases, ALS, and numerous other ailments, for which 

there often are few safe or effective therapies available. 

Plant-derived cannabinoids, such as a non-psychoactive 

cannabidiol (CBD), are expensive, in short supply, of 

questionable origin and quality, and available today only 

via agricultural sources. 

The company ultimately expects to unlock large-scale 

bio-production of over 100 known cannabinoid molecules 

from their novel platform and make safe and non-

psychotropic cannabinoids a house-hold staple.  

Purissima’s fermentation platform yields a paradigm shift 

in production time (4-7 days per batch vs a 4-7 month 

crop cycle) and production costs that are less than 10% of 

an Agricultural source. Purissima believes that it will be 

the ‘de-facto’ lowest cost producer, using their patent-

protected technology, supplying a very large market 

projected to continue growing at >25% annually. Growth 

of the market is expected to accelerate as the Federal 

prohibition of cannabinoids is lifted. Meanwhile, the 

company believes its non-cannabis source of CBD falls 

outside of current legal boundaries, rendering the 

company and its partners freedom to pursue rapid growth 

enabled by a regulatory advantage. 

Purissima possesses extensive genetic manipulation 

know-how, has filed its first provisional patent 

application, and is unaware of others developing a similar 

approach using microalgae. The company conservatively 

expects to realize its first sales in 2019 and believes that 

once it has demonstrated commercial production of CBD 

that it will be a prime acquisition target of companies it is 

already in discussions with in the Pharma, Tobacco, Pet    

Food, Nutraceutical and Cosmetics industries. 

Additionally, the company was invited to join Johnson      

mailto:revans@purissima.bio?subject=Band%20of%20Angels
mailto:charding@bandangels.com?subject=Purissima
mailto:juelis@sbcglobal.net?subject=Purissima
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and Johnson Innovation labs (JLABS) in June 2017 and 

JNJ claims to partner with >25% of the companies that 

pass through their innovation labs. 

The company founders have collectively more than 60 

years of practical experience working for both small and 

large multinational enterprises. George Rudenko PhD, 

Co-Founder, CEO/CTO, genetics expert and inventor 

with >20 years of Bioengineering and Manufacturing 

experience. Robert Evans, Co-Founder, Chief Business 

and Strategy Officer, business development, marketing 

and sales expert with >20 years of Commercial 

experience. Yelena Popova, Co-Founder, CFO; CPA, 

CEP, senior finance executive with >20 years of 

Finance/Accounting experience.  

Purissima is ideally positioned to disrupt traditional 

supply chains and become the world's largest producer of 

cannabinoid-based products. We expect to generate 

product sales revenue of $130 thousand in 2019, growing 

to at least $9 million in 2020, and accelerating to over 

$100 million by 2021. 

The current seed round is $750K to achieve the first 

company's milestone to demonstrate cannabinoid 

biosynthesis. Current investors include individual 

investors and Life Science Angels, and the company is 

looking to syndicate the deal. 

PARRABLE will be presented by co-founder and CEO, 

Carla Holtze (carla@parrable.com; 917-856-2013) and is 

sponsored by Band member Ken Arnold. Parrable is a 

B2B patented Full Device Identification Platform and is 

a deterministic non–third-party cookie based solution to 

the issue of fragmented identification on mobile caused 

by cookie sync loss and third-party cookie restrictions.  

Half of the US mobile market is anonymous (iOS) and 

ads shown to this audience are virtually worthless. In a 

$200B industry, putting a face on this audience is a $20B 

total addressable market. 

Parrable’s patented, third-party identification platform 

allows media, brands and ecommerce companies to 

measure their spend effectively and know who they are 

targeting and spending (measurement/attribution), just 

like the walled-gardens of Facebook where a user is 

logged-in.  

Parrable turns publishers’ low-valued inventory into 

valuable inventory and allows brands and advertisers to 

maximize results. Parrable has been issued three patents 

and three more outstanding with the USPTO and has 

been granted approval by the NAI, the regulatory board 

ensuring privacy and data security. Parrable is co-

authoring the Identity Standards for the Interactive 

Advertising Bureau (IAB) Identity Working Group.   

Parrable launched its Full-Device Solution (app to web    

bridge) in May 2017 and with that has 10+ trial                

agreements and has already converted 3 into annual 

contracts estimated at $7M annually.  

Parrable is deployed across 3B unique browses and has 

strategic partners that it is integrating with that will grow 

this number into the billions globally. Parrable is focused 

on its current integration with KDDI/Supership, a 

Japanese telco with its own full ad-stack (SSP, DMP, 

DSP) as well as several other platforms. While the 

KDDI/Supership deal has the biggest legs, Parrable has 

ongoing trials (some of which have converted into annual 

contracts) with other large public/private companies 

including AdsMovil, Treasure Data, Tower Data, 

Drawbridge, Conversant, Taboola, among others. 

Parrable’s technology solution is the first ever 

deterministic (100% accurate) solution that is privacy 

friendly and offers advertisers, publishers and their 

technology partners to maintain state on computers and 

mobile devices. Parrable's ID platform is privacy friendly 

and does not fingerprint the user or use probabilistic 

methodologies. The solution helps clients understand 

when they are seeing the same computers and mobile 

devices over time so that they can personalize content, 

experiences, and advertising while measuring effectively. 

Parrable is currently raising an additional $500K in its 

previous round ($3.2 of which is closed or committed), 

which is led by Moneta Ventures. Parrable is working on 

a strategic investment round with Moneta Ventures and      

“SECOND LOOK” 
The “Second Look” Lunch will be on Thursday, October 19th from 12:00 PM to 3:00 PM at The Bently Reserve (400 

Sansome Street, San Francisco). In addition to Car IQ, EcoVolt, and Purissima, we will hear an update presentation 

from Band portfolio company Parrable (October 2014 Dinner), which is currently fundraising. 

mailto:carla@parrable.com?subject=Band%20of%20Angels
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Special Interest Group (SiG) Updates 
Accelerators: will meet with Samsung Next Ventures (201 Spear Street, San Francisco) on Friday, October 20th at 

1:30 PM. SiG members will also participate in the Draper University Fall 2017 Business Plan Competition on October 

26th from 10:00 AM to 12:30 PM at Hero City (55 E 3rd Avenue, San Mateo). If you would like to be a judge, please 

complete this link http://bit.ly/draper-pitch or contact the SiG chair Sanjiv Taneja (sanjiv@bandangels.com). 

AgFood Tech Field Trip: (open to all Band members and their plus one) The AgFood Tech SiG is going to the 

Mushroom Farm in Pescadero on Thursday, October 26th. We will leave Silicon Valley at 10:00 AM via car-pool 

(there will also be car pool from San Francisco). Lunch at Cascade Restaurant is graciously hosted by Bill Cook, 

General Manager/Partner, followed by a presentation and tour of the farm, ending at about 2:30-3:00 PM. The 

Mushroom Farm is a multi-crop innovative holistic farm that will be developed as a center for innovation in 

agricultural, environmental and wellness. The property encompasses over 750 acres with 2 miles of stunning view of 

the Pacific Coast. For more information, contact the AgFood Tech SiG chair Jaleh Daie (jdaie@bandangels.com). 

Blockchain: Please get in touch with Basant Kedia (bkedia@bandangels.com) if you’d like to join this newly formed 

SiG and propose speakers, topics, and deals related with Bitcoin, Blockchain, and Initial Coin Offering (ICO).  

Digital Disruption: will meet on Thursday, November 9th from 11:00 AM to 2:30 PM at the Band’s office (750 

Battery St, 7th Fl, San Francisco). For more information, contact the SiG chair Aron Bohlig (aron@bandangels.com). 

LifeScience/MedTech: will meet on Wednesday, November 15th at Carr & Ferrell (120 Constitution Dr, Menlo Park) 

from 11:00 AM to 2:00 PM. For more information, please email Craig Pritsky (cpritsky@bandangels.com), as well as 

the SiG chairs Mike Bates (mbates@gmail.com) and Rich Juelis (juelis@sbcglobal.net).  

Software: will meet on Wednesday, November 8th at Carr & Ferrell (120 Constitution Dr, Menlo Park) from 1:00 PM 

to 5:00 PM. To nominate companies and to RSVP, please contact the SiG chairs email Ron Weissman 

(weissman@bandangels.com) and Heather Crawford (heather@bandangels.com).  

Wearables, Consumer & Semiconductor: will meet on Monday, October 16th at Carr & Ferrell (120 Constitution 

Dr, Menlo Park) from 1:00 PM to 5:00 PM. To nominate companies, please contact the SiG chairs Kurt Petersen 

(kurt.mems@gmail.com) and Bruce Walicek (bwalicek@bandangels.com). 

strategic partners with whom it has commercial 

relationships to close Q4 2017 / Q1 2018. 

Parrable is led by Carla Holtze, co-founder and CEO, 

along with Justin Greene, co-founder, CTO and serial 

entrepreneur. Robert Cell is Executive Director running 

Go-To-Market having significant experience in the   

AdTech / MarTech ecosystem having been CEO of          

MyBuys, COO/CFO Blue Martini Software, CEO 

AdSpace, Executive Director of Campanja.  Key Advisors 

and board members include Alan Chapell, a leading 

privacy expert and former DoubleClick Director; Joanne 

Wilson, The Gotham Gal; and George Staikos, a browser 

and security expert who founded the browser Torch 

(acquired by Blackberry) and co-authored webkit.  

Band of Angels Meetings Calendar 
Deal Screening Committee 

11:30 AM - 2:00 PM  

Wednesday, October 25th 

Wednesday, December 6th 

Wednesday, January 31st 

Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati 

650 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto 

Deal Dinner   

6:15 PM - 9:00 PM 

Wednesday, October 18th 

Wednesday, November 15th 

Wednesday, January 17th 

Los Altos Golf & Country Club 

1560 Country Club Drive, Los Altos 

Second Look Lunch 

12:00 PM - 3:00 PM 

Thursday, October 19th 

Thursday, November 16th 

Thursday, January 18th 

The Bently Reserve  

400 Sansome Street, San Francisco 

To attend any Band events, please RSVP to: 

650.695.0400 or sonja@bandangels.com 

http://bit.ly/draper-pitch
mailto:sanjiv@bandangels.com?subject=Accelerators%20SiG
mailto:jdaie@bandangels.com?subject=AgFood%20Tech%20SiG
mailto:bkedia@bandangels.com?subject=Bitcoin%20SIG
mailto:aron@bandangels.com?subject=Digital%20Disruption%20SiG
mailto:cpritsky@bandangels.com?subject=Band%20of%20Angels
mailto:mbates@gmail.com?subject=LS%20SiG
mailto:juelis@sbcglobal.net?subject=LS%20SiG
mailto:weissman@bandangels.com
mailto:heather@bandangels.com
mailto:kurt.mems@gmail.com?subject=Band%20of%20Angels
mailto:bwalicek@bandangels.com?subject=WCS%20SiG
mailto:sonja@bandangels.com?subject=Band%20of%20Angels



